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The power of music and its ability to communicate meaningfully across time 

Richard Yaxley 

 

Hallo and thanks for coming along today. 

 Before I launch into my main topic, I’d like to acknowledge the generous agency of the 

Prime Minister’s Literary Awards. Being a 2018 winner of one of these prestigious awards has 

not only allowed me to be here today, at this wonderful festival, it has also given my career as 

a writer and self-esteem as a person the equivalent of a V8 engine turbo-boost. To my mind, 

writers crave four things: publication and sales, most obviously, self-respect and the respect of 

the industry, most dearly. I’ve been published multiple times and I’ve sold a bunch of books 

but despite this, I’ve never really thought of myself, confidently, as a writer, the holder and 

teller of stories that other people might not only read but actually cherish in some way. There 

are plenty of times when our profession can be solitary, introspective and characterised by 

persistent disappointments; when we feel like surfers staring out at the barely rippling ocean, 

waiting for the miracle of the mega-wave that will rise without warning, pick us up and barrel 

us gloriously towards the rapturous, applauding shore. All of which means that awards such as 

those offered by the Prime Minister each year – and by extension, festivals such as this – 

become crucial as a way of saying: ‘Hey, mate, yeah you, the writer-person – mate, you’re 

valued, okay? We reckon you’ve got something to offer. The community connects with you.’ 

 It’s a special honour and I’m extremely grateful that I was chosen for such an award. 

 Now to my presentation, and I’d like to begin as most authors begin their careers; by 

sharing with you a shameful episode from my past. First, some context: I come from a family 

which values music, in particular classical music. In my very early years, the tides and currents 

of Handel’s water music drifted through the house every night, meaning that I submerged rather 

than fell asleep. In the mornings I regularly awoke to Mozart skipping around the house like a 

happily demented gypsy. My memories of this very early part of my childhood are an idealistic 

amalgam of symphonies and serenades, chorales and cantatas. If I was movie-making the myth 

of me, I would create a Peter Pan type figure who ran semi-naked around lush green Tasmanian 

paddocks while a soundtrack of elegant European music wafted through on the breeze.  

Not surprisingly we had a piano in our living room, walnut brown, very adult and 

forbidding. It was like owning an ancient monument, a cathedral or a pyramid. You don’t touch 

monuments; instead, you stay quiet and tippy-toe around them, gazing in awe and wondering 
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about the gods who created such an object, so magnificent, so secretive. I remember seeing the 

worn-down keys and imagining the ghosts of hammering fingers, hearing notes crashing like 

church bells, the music rushing out through windows and doorways like a fierce internal wind.  

When I was seven or eight years old, I found sufficient courage to ask about playing 

the piano. My parents had developed a model of parenting that was firmly based in hyperbole; 

‘Richard, if you are going to do something, then you don’t just do it well, you do it beyond 

perfection!’ Hence, a piano teacher was immediately sought, a series of CEO-type interviews 

held and Miss West was found. Her brief was simple and Pygmalion-like, to transform me, a 

wide-eyed clumsy-fingered waif, into a world-famous musician, preferably within a month or 

two. 

Despite my natural disinclination to be in any way skilful, I enjoyed playing the piano 

and I enjoyed sitting alongside Miss West, who wore a rather bewitching perfume and called 

me ‘darling’ or ‘sweetheart’ whenever I got my scales right, which was a significant incentive 

to lengthen my hours of practice. I became passably proficient and continued to play over the 

next few years, fuelled by the simple dream of marrying Miss West and living with her on a 

cloud. Of course, as we all know, the dreams of the idealist exist for no other purpose than to 

be compromised – you only have to look to politics to see that happening on a daily basis. 

When I was ten, we moved from our rural idyll to the big smoke – that seething, heaving 

madhouse known as Hobart. Despite my earnest pleas, Miss West did not accompany us – 

preferring to stay at home with her fiancé and her pet budgerigar – so a new teacher had to be 

found. Her name was Ms Knight. She was a spinster, around four hundred years old, and she 

lived in an overheated triple-brick house next to Hobart’s only highway. This house, which had 

last felt fresh air in 1592 and smelled vaguely of mothballs and moulting cats, had plastic 

runners in the hallway and rooms, and plastic covers on the sofas and chairs, thus ensuring that 

any unpremeditated leakage of my pre-pubescent chemicals would not cauterise the furniture. 

Ms Knight was old-school. While I played the piano, she sat alongside with a ruler 

poised over my knuckles. If I missed a note, she cracked my knuckles – hard. I also had to 

stand in the stifling heat with my eyes closed and sing my scales while she circled me and 

pinched my arms if I warbled ever so slightly away from the key. 

‘Rich-ard!’ she would wail. ‘You are OFF!’ 

No doubt I was OFF, however I went from wanting to marry Miss West to wanting to 

drop Ms Knight head-first OFF a very tall building. My enjoyment of playing the piano was 
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swiftly demolished, in fact, sitting alongside this miserable, ruler-wielding witch eroded my 

love of music, which had become a soulless chore made up of repetitive techniques and distant, 

unachievable skills. Aged fourteen, I started skipping lessons – which my parents blithely 

continued to pay for – and snuck off to football training instead. Apart from wanting to avoid 

the spectral, Gestapo-like presence of Ms Knight, there was another motivation; I’d recently 

worked out that girls favoured footballers over musicians, especially if those musicians were 

inept. As a social phenomenon, the unfathomable but nevertheless existential truth is that 

kicking straight is seen as more romantically enticing than faultlessly knocking over the first 

movement of Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata. So, in the interests of romance, and sanity, I 

dropped the piano and picked up a pigskin. 

When they discovered my duplicity, my parents were furious enough to formally stop 

the pocket-money that they had always forgotten to provide. Ms Knight branded me a ‘long-

haired lout’ – a phrase that was fashionable at the time as a generic description of anyone with 

criminal tendencies – and she triple-locked the triple-brick house so that I would never again 

enter to breath in the clouds of carbon monoxide and soil the plastic. More unfortunately, as a 

footballer I made a great spectator, tending to watch the back-and-forth progress of the ball 

rather than actually getting hold of the stupid thing. The warm-eyed girls who should’ve sidled 

into my personal space instead glanced at me occasionally as if I was a curiosity in a museum-

case – meaning that the whole event was about as tragic as suburban Hobart in the soporific 

seventies could be.  

I never returned to piano-playing, a decision that I began to regret as I matured and 

continue to regret to this day. Football eventually gave me many friends and even more 

dislocated fingers but to this day music remains as much a mystery as it is a wonder, a kind of 

coded, angelic presence that I would love to better understand but now have to accept as a state 

of grace come from another, remarkable world. 

The good news, however, is that somehow, I fulfilled a second childhood ambition – 

not that of living on a cloud with Miss West (who betrayed me in the most terrible fashion by 

marrying the man that she loved) but of becoming a writer – and writing words is, in many 

ways, like composing music. Words are like notes and groups of words can make lovely, lilting 

arrangements like chords and a novel or a play can certainly become a symphony or a serenade. 

I see the demands of both types of creation as similar; writers and composers both seek rhythm 

and balance. We both play with finding patterns, developing a tempo and then re-patterning 
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that tempo. We build arpeggios and hit crescendos, and we strike with vigour or step with 

gentleness at different points in order to create effect and mood. Which leads me in a 

roundabout way to something like a thesis; that while humans are of course held together by 

our shared biology and, as John Ralston Saul noted, by our shared destiny – we are most 

powerfully joined by two intrinsic needs; our need to create music, perhaps as a reordering and 

refinement of the noise that is our world, and our need to create stories, perhaps as a reordering 

and refinement of the events and people that are our world. Throughout the duration of our 

allotted time on planet Earth, whatever our personal circumstances, we are driven by the desire 

to understand and find our place within the thrash of humanity, as it exists now and as it existed 

before. This is why we sing and why we tell stories; why we always have done so; why we will 

continue to do so. 

This capacity of music, and story, to span across time was a major influence in the 

conceiving and making of my novel, This Is My Song. There is a well-known tenet around the 

idea that people might be imprisoned, or hurt, or all-but-destroyed by events beyond their 

control – but as long as the mind has the capacity for that one free thought, the single, unique 

expression of who-I-am, then the dignity of Self will, ultimately, defeat the malice of the Other. 

Our strive to survive, to express that freedom and dignity, most typically comes through our 

art, and our art is most typically expressed as image, object, sound, or word. We shape, draw 

or write our stories, and these then become our songs. 

In my novel, this is a realisation that my character Joe reaches, after he has discovered 

a song written by his grandfather during his time inside the death camp at Auschwitz. Joe 

decides that he must sing his grandfather’s song – literally sing it – so he takes the score to his 

music teacher and does exactly that. Prior to finding this song, Joe has had trouble moving 

beyond the technical excellence of singing – he can hit the right notes but not feel them as 

anything more than well-pitched pieces of noise. He feels robotic; little more than a mechanical 

producer of sound. However, this changes – 

1. PP. 209-210: from ‘Joe,’ she said ... They just are. 

Joe’s realisation develops further, when he makes the link between the art that he is 

experiencing and the life that he has been gifted. 

2. P. 213 – 214: It was in his blood ... how it had always been. 

Joe is lucky. He lives in a place and time when his freedom is largely uncompromised. 

In the current era, also known as The Age of the Giant Whinge, it is a message, I think, that 
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more of us could heed – one way or another, we have landed in a country where, by and large, 

most people do okay. Earlier in my novel, Joe’s grandfather Rafael, a Jewish boy living in 

1930s Prague, is less fortunate. Rafael loves music and is inspired to play the saxophone 

through the agency of an old man and his son, both of whom become victims of the ruthless 

Nazi genocide. When he is eventually sent by train to the notorious death-camp at Auschwitz-

Birkenau, Rafael survives by becoming part of the camp orchestra. Such groups were not 

fictional; they were formed by the Nazi command to play concerts, often in competition with 

each other, and also, more chillingly, to play folk tunes as the batches of new prisoners entered 

the camps. Inside Auschwitz-Birchenau, those prisoners who had survived the train-journey – 

and many didn’t – spilled onto the platforms to hear songs from their home countries being 

played as they were sent to their deaths either via the gas chambers or after a brief time of 

relentless work. The use of the camp orchestras in this way was a depraved display of absolute 

power. The lives of these innocent prisoners were about to be taken; their culture, the Nazis 

took delight in telling them, had already been stolen and would, soon enough, be deleted. 

Deleting the culture of a race – their music, their stories – means that their identity has also 

been removed. This simple, ruthless gesture by the Nazis was an integral part of their campaign 

to wipe races and countries from history. The thinking behind the Final Solution was not 

dissimilar to Pol Pot’s determination to restart the existence of Cambodia from Day Zero by 

wiping out the songs and stories of all who had gone before. Nor was it dissimilar to the impetus 

and processes of the worldwide power-trip that we have labelled ‘colonialism’ as a way of 

deluding ourselves that this is historical, and therefore doesn’t happen anymore. 

For Rafael, his involvement in the camp orchestra – while helping him to survive the 

horrors of Auschwitz – is akin to betrayal. For the rest of his life in Canada and Australia he 

insists on living in isolation and refuses to allow music into his home. What he doesn’t realise, 

of course, is that this is impossible – because music is inextricably woven into our stories and 

the stories of those who went before us, and as such it stays with us for as long as our hearts 

beat and our blood flows. The harmonies in your mind are like the stories that form the tapestry 

of who you are; an inescapable part of your narrative DNA. Close your eyes and listen to the 

world as it flows around you, and you will, sooner or later, hear a symphony followed by a 

serenade, a humming chorale, a whispering cantata. This interweaving was highlighted by 

Oliver Sacks in his brilliant book, Musicophilia. Sacks wrote: 
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‘I was filled to the brim with music. And even when it was not literally (audibly) music, 

there was the silent music of the body. I became the music — a creature of muscle, motion and 

music, all inseparable and in unison with each other.’ 

This notion that our stories, like our songs, span the ages as much as they span us, was 

brought home to me not initially by music, but by art. To sketch an autobiography of the life 

of This Is My Song: the story was conceived in Prague, born in a hot little cottage in Brisbane, 

nurtured through childhood via a fellowship in Canberra, and first trod cautiously into 

adolescence in Sydney. Within that timeline, the conception is probably the most interesting 

point. My wife and I were visiting Prague and decided to go to the Jewish quarter. Pinkas 

Synagogue, a beautiful and stately building, houses the memorial to citizens of the Czech 

Republic who died during the Holocaust, very moving and graceful, and also has a permanent 

exhibition of art work done by the children of Theresienstadt Ghetto. No exhibition of the 

works of humans has moved me as much as the paintings in that room – and I have been to the 

the Louvre, to the Prado, seen the statue of David in Florence, stood in Westminster Cathedral, 

marvelled at the Royal Palace in Seville, stared at stupas and enormous golden Buddhas, even 

spent a few moments with the mercurial Mona Lisa and several thousand selfie-enthusiasts – 

but the works of these children spoke – no, clamoured – across seventy-five years in a way that 

no other works have done.  

As I note in the afterword of my book, these ten- and eleven-year olds were taught art 

by a brave lady called Friedl Dicker-Brandeis; she is referenced as a teacher in my novel. 

Before she, and the children, were sent to Auschwitz, Dicker-Brandeis had the courage and 

foresight to store their drawings and paintings into two suitcases that were shoved beneath a 

bed. She couldn’t save the lives of the children from that terrible, murderous juggernaut, but 

she could and did preserve their art – their stories – their songs. In the novel, the importance of 

what she did for those children and for the future world, is outlined by one of her students, 

Rafael’s sister Marika. 

3. PP. 58-59: Despite all this ... they will know. 

As I indicated earlier, despite the sweet-smelling urgings of Miss West, I have zero 

capacity to add music in its pure and majestic form to the world; this being a matter for which 

we should all be eternally grateful. I can however add the stories that I imagine as a depiction 

of my own song and hope that these small, unelaborate tunes may enrich the reader’s world in 

some way. With this in mind, I’d like to briefly mention two other novels as manifestations of 
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my own story and thus, invocations of my music. Joyous and Moonbeam, published in 2013, 

is based on a friendship between Ashleigh, a troubled fifteen-year-old, and a disabled man 

named Joyous Bowen. There were many challenges in writing this novel, not the least of which 

was capturing, effectively and without being patronising, two very different voices; a bitter, 

cynical teenager and a man who, despite circumstances which include abuse, neglect and a 

brain injury acquired soon after birth, maintains a remarkable level of optimism. In musical 

terms, the meeting of these two characters is punk versus pop, but what I see as the feature of 

this novel, and what I am proudest of, is the way that they can establish their own, unique 

connection – their song, their music. In hearing the unique music of other lives, we can cross 

continents and cross time, but I think it’s also important to acknowledge that we can and should 

also cross existing generations – and in so doing, reach greater levels of understanding. The 

biggest blessing of my day-job as a teacher, a job I’ve been doing now for over thirty years, is 

the opportunity to hear, hopefully in a non-judgmental way, the songs of young people – and 

yes, they can be angry or bitter or maddening or melodramatic, but they are certainly never 

artificial or contrived, and they certainly deserve to be heard and cherished. 

Here’s a short section from Joyous and Moonbeam; their music in action as a special 

kind of love. 

4. PP 164 – 165: Hey Joyous ... and Moonbeam   

The American frontier novelist Willa Cather said that, ‘most of the basic material a 

writer works with is acquired before the age of fifteen.’ Other writers – and those who study 

writing – have said that if you want to find out what makes a writer tick, then look no further 

than their childhood. There may be some truth in that; looking objectively at my own work, 

which is by the way, extremely difficult to the point of impossible for me to do, I can see 

writerly preoccupations that are reflective of my childhood story. I have never formally written 

that story but I have certainly written about parts of it in disguise. 

I wasn’t neglected as a child but I did feel unloved – despite the music that patterned 

our evenings and mornings. I wasn’t forgotten but I did feel like an extra in someone else’s 

story; uncertain, wandering the edges. I wasn’t lost but I did feel like I had woken up in a 

foreign land and not been able to leave to find my true home.  

Ray Bradbury said that writing is a simple activity; you just ‘find out what the Hero 

wants and follow him.’ That Hero that Bradbury spoke of was, of course, more protagonist, or 

central character, than musclebound iron-fisted dude in lurid lycra. For me, and I suspect for 
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many young men of many generations, that Hero, that central character, was supposed to be 

my father – but I had great trouble knowing what my Hero wanted and even more trouble 

following him. He was introverted and intense, a difficult man who stood outside and a little 

away from the bubble of the world like the protester who, while publicly cynical and indifferent 

about what he sees, privately wants to participate. My father was unable to fully break free of 

the religious and social restrictions that had shaped his early life, and the pride-based 

restrictions that enclosed his later life. As a consequence, we started apart and finished with a 

relationship that increased in distance and unfamiliarity throughout the years – as if I was inside 

that bubble – even when I wasn’t – and he was staring at me, saying – what are you doing 

there? Or perhaps he was saying, why is it that you’re there and I’m not? 

Five years ago, almost to the day, I watched him pass away and did not know how to 

feel or respond. I still don’t, although I do recognise that he played music in our house as a 

substitute for not knowing how to love his children. 

It is probably no accident then that father figures are significant in my fiction, and that 

they range through a gamut of character types, from mean-spirited and culpable to tender and 

admirable. When confronted with the terror of the blank page and the prospect of playing God 

with a bunch of people and places, it is natural for writers to default to the reconstruction of 

our own music, the making and remaking of our single though multi-faceted song. More often 

than not we do this in the hope of clarifying the difficulties of the past – of sending light into 

the hitherto immovable shadows. My books are filled with fathers, I think, because as a writer 

I want to explore these men – but also because as a son, I still want to understand my own 

father, and as a father, I want to be better with my own sons. 

Henry is the father in The Happiness Quest, and while he’s by no means perfect, he is 

idealised in that he is patient, wise and unconditionally loving. I don’t want to delve too deeply 

into the psychology of creating Henry, but I have wondered if he is the Hero whom I wanted, 

or even the father that I wish I could have been? Henry’s daughter Tillie is suffering from a 

deep and inexplicable sadness, and it is her relationship with her father in the earlier sections 

of the novel that keeps Tillie afloat. The story is told via each of the main characters; Tillie, 

her father Henry, her mother Susan and her sister Rosie. The problem the family has is that 

their communal song – that bond that belongs to them as a group and no one else, that is shaped 

by all of their moments, their pasts, their genetics, every fibre of their beings – has become 

distorted. This is a family that has lurched along, ignoring past damages by losing themselves 
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in the less complex mess of day to day living, and thus also ignoring the truth of who they are, 

and who they might become. Like many families, they assume that just being, existing, means 

that they will invariably, inevitably, survive. 

For Tillie, that’s not enough – and so she confronts her family about their unwillingness 

to admit what they have done and become. 

5. P. 176: Tillie said ... very still. 

Fathers and music also feature in my next novel, titled A New Kind of Everything, to be 

released by Scholastic in 2020. This is the story of a father who wants to love his sons but 

doesn’t know how ... a father who turns to music instead, who uses that music as a way of 

expressing the feelings that he cannot. For me, it is a familiar story, a familiar song. Here’s an 

extract from an early chapter: 

 

There had always been cars. 

 Just as there had always been sudden, rootless schemes and bursts of music, and 

something that Dinny, especially as a big-eyed kid, had assumed was love, even though 

the coat of that love often felt ragged and rough, rather than a perfect fit, factory 

constructed. When you were arm-wrestling with your dad and he hurt your wrist bad 

enough that it made a damp popping sound and turned red, when he apologised and 

nuzzled it better and wrapped a bandage fish-bum tight, when he let nine-year-old you 

sip his whisky drink and become, for one glorious afternoon, the back-up singer in his 

lounge-room band doing ‘Solitary Man’ and ‘Roadhouse Blues’ – that kind of love. 

 

The history of humanity is told in stories because the only genuine chart of human progress 

through time must come, ironically, via the timeless presence of story; the infinite, ever-

changing music of our lives; the cadences that span continents and cultures, generations and 

families. Returning to This Is My Song and Joe; at the end of the novel he realises what he must 

do – and it is the same as we are all born to do and must continue to do if that history, the 

timeless history of us, is to lengthen and evolve. 

6. P. 218: It would wait ... the songs of others. 

Thank you very much for listening so attentively, and I’m very happy to take any 

questions. 

 


